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Azimuthally symmetric pseudosurface and helicon wave propagation
in an inductively coupled plasma at low magnetic field

T. Lho, N. Hershkowitz, J. Miller,a) W. Steer, and G. H. Kimb)

Department of Engineering Physics, University of Wisconsin, 1500 Engineering Drive, Madison,
Wisconsin 53705

~Received 10 March 1998; accepted 14 May 1998!

The mode transition from a capacitively coupled mode~E mode! to an inductively coupled mode~H
mode! was observed in an inductive Ar plasma source by applying an axially uniform lowB field.
The applied fundamental rf was 13.56 MHz and many harmonic components were observed. A beat
and standing wave patterns of azimuthally symmetric (m50 mode! first and second harmonic
pseudosurfaces and helicon waves were measured at various densities (n;9.031010– 2.2
31011 cm23) and B fields ~12–28 G!. Wave propagation mode changes, from pseudosurface to
helicon waves and from helicon to pseudosurface waves, were observed at critical conditions,
vc /v.3.0 andn;2.231011 cm23. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Inductively coupled plasma~ICP! sources are becomin
common worldwide in plasma-aided manufacturing devic
They are used over a very wide range of operating pres
from atmosphere, e.g., plasma torches, to milliTorr, e
etching devices for semiconductor manufacturing.1,2 Early
investigations of inductive sources demonstrated the m
transition from the electrostatically coupled mode~E mode!
to the electromagnetically coupled mode~H mode!. The E
mode is characterized by a low density, faint glow discha
at low input power. With increasing input power, the fai
glow discharge suddenly becomes a high density, lumin
discharge at a certain critical input power. MacKinnon3 re-
ported the first explanation on this mode transition. At lo
input power the effect of the electrostaticE field (Es) inside
the chamber is much greater than that of the inducedE field
(Em) and is responsible for sustaining the low density, fa
glow discharge. By increasing the rf input power,Em be-
comes dominant and a sudden mode transition to theH mode
is observed. In theH mode, theE field induced by the an-
tenna deposits energy within the skin depth and forms a
minescent localized high density plasma near the ante
Hopwoodet al.4 reported that it is possible to sustain theH
mode by an inducedE field strength of approximately
1 – 2 V cm21. A mode transition is also observed in helico
plasma sources, which show a three-step mode transi
that is fromE mode toH mode and finally to helicon mode.5

Smullin et al.6 recognized that when the phase veloc
of an electromagnetic wave in a rectangular metallic wa
guide filled with plasma with constantB field satisfiesvph

(5v/k)!c, the wave can be treated by the electrostatic
proximation. The existence of this mode was observed in
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pendently by Trivelpiece and Gould.7 They measured azi
muthally symmetric electromagnetic wave propagation in
cylindrical plasma column with an axially uniformB field
and found a dispersion relation of space charge waves,
known as Trivelpiece–Gould waves or more widely as s
face waves. They made the electrostatic approximation
explained transverse magnetic~TM! wave propagation by
the formation of the electric fields (Ez) at the boundary of
the plasma. Zhelyazkovet al.8 classified the guided electro
static waves in more detail according to several ranges oB
field and density. In the case of overly dense plasma (vp

.v), surface waves can sustain the plasma at weakB field
(vc,v) and the wave field is maximum at the boundary
the plasma. Meanwhile, pseudosurface waves have fields
are maximum at the center of the plasma for strongB field
(vc.v). In the limit of infinite B field, all waves become
TM modes, whatever the mode number is, and can be id
tified as a pure pseudosurface wave or volume wav9

Benovaet al.10 recently calculated the three-dimensional s
face and pseudosurface waves structure numerically for fi
B field. They used an electromagnetic model consisting o
dispersion relation and an energy balance equation. With
B field, the plasma becomes an anisotropic medium, wh
results in a coupled wave field structure of transverse elec
~TE! and transverse magnetic~TM! modes whose waveE
and B fields can haver, u, z components in cylindrical ge
ometry.

Klozenberget al.11 found an unexpected wave attenu
tion in a helicon wave study, for which the electrical res
tivity term in the equations was not involved. They report
the surface current required at the boundary of the plas
needed to match the plasma wave field to the vacuum w
field. Chen12 identified that the surface current was asso
ated with a pseudosurface wave. Chen predicted the e
tence of pseudosurface waves in a helicon wave devic
low B field and a wave propagation mode change betw

d.,

n,
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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pseudosurface waves and helicon waves under certain
ditions.

In this paper, a plasma mode transition from anE mode
to an H mode discharge is observed by applying an axia
uniform external lowB field. Azimuthally symmetric (m
50) pseudosurface and helicon wave propagation inH-
mode discharges with theB field were measured and a prop
gation mode change between pseudosurface waves and
con waves was observed at the conditions,vc /v.3.0 and
n;2.231011 cm23.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental system consisted of a chamber, ma
ing box, power supply, and Helmholtz coil which produc
an axially uniformB field as seen in Fig. 1. Plasma param
eters and induced waveB field by the antenna were measur
by a Langmuir probe and aB-dot probe.

A T-shaped glass tube was used as a chamber w
dimension areL535 cm andD510 cm. The bottom part o
the chamber was connected to the vacuum pump system
system has a base pressure lower than 1026 Torr. Argon gas
was used. The operating pressure was 1–10 mTorr. An
minum flange was mounted on the end of the chamber
served as the system ground. A 1/4 in. quartz window w
fixed by a Plexiglas™ flange upon which the rf antenna w
mounted. A 1/8 in. copper tube was used for the planar fo
turn spiral type antenna. The end of the antenna was c
nected to a matching circuit. The matching circuit consis
of two variable vacuum capacitors~15–80 pF!. Ground con-
nections to the matching box made a common ground w
the antenna ground, chamber ground, and ground shield
A copper mesh enclosed the chamber, antenna, and matc
box to shield the rf fields from the laboratory. A rf connect
was installed on the copper mesh and connected to the tr
mission line from the power supply. Two magnet coi
whose diameters were both 70 cm, were separated by 35
to meet the Helmholtz condition, which is sufficient for a
axially uniformB field. Dimensions of the magnet coils we
big enough to neglect the radialB-field variation in the
chamber dimensions.

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the experimental setup.
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A cylindrical Langmuir probe (D50.5 mm,L
52.5 mm) was used to measure the ion density and elec
temperature. To remove the rf coupled signal, an LC re
nance filter was located 1 cm from the end of the tungsten~or
graphite! probe tip.13 The LC resonance filter serially con
nected the several filter units to cut off not only the fir
harmonic (f 513.56 MHz), but also higher harmonics up
the fifth harmonic. The data acquisition system consisted
an AD ~analog-to-digital! converter and a PC which col
lected Langmuir probe data. AB-dot probe (D;3 mm) was
used to measure the waveB field. To prevent capacitive cou
pling with the plasma, theB-dot probe was wrapped in
slotted stainless steel sheet for electrostatic shielding.
wave signal of each harmonic was distinguished by usin
spectrum analyzer~Tektronix 7L14!. The frequency spec
trum was displayed on anX–Y plotter.

III. PSEUDOSURFACE AND HELICON WAVE
DISPERSION RELATIONS

Assuming stationary ions, the momentum equation
electron is

m
]v

]t
52e~E1v3B0!2mnv, ~1!

wherem is the electron mass,v is the electron drift velocity,
E is the electric field,B0 is the externalB field, andn is the
collisional frequency. Assuming axially uniform plasma de
sity, the electron velocity

v52
j

n0e
~2!

and collisional frequency

n5
n0e2

m
h, ~3!

wheren0 is plasma density andh is the electrical resistivity.
Assuming a plane wave solution,B}ei (kz2vt), and solving
Eq. ~1! for E in terms ofj andh, E is

E5
1

n0e
j3B01h j S 12

iv

n D . ~4!

If v/k!c, the quasistatic approximation can be employ
and the displacement current term can be dropped in M
well’s equations,

“3E52
]B

]t
, ~5!

“3B5m0j . ~6!

Substituting Eqs.~4! and~6! into Eq.~5! and rewriting into a
vector equation,

~v1 in!“3“3B2kvc“3B1S vp
2v

c2 DB50, ~7!

where vc and vp are the cyclotron frequency and plasm
frequency of electron, respectively. Equation~7! can be writ-
ten:
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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~bs2“3!~bh2“3!B50, ~8!

wheres,h denote the pseudosurface and helicon wave,
spectively, andbs,h is the total wave number. The total wav
number,bs,h , satisfies

b j
22S kvc

v1 iv Db j1S vvp
2/c2

v1 iv D 50, ~9!

where j 5s,h. This quadratic equation has two solution
which are the pseudosurface and helicon wave disper
relations,

b j5
kj

2~v1 in! F16A12
4~v1 in!

kj
2vc

2 S vvp
2

c2 D G . ~10!

The plus~1! sign gives the pseudosurface wave dispers
relation and the minus~2! sign gives the helicon wave dis
persion relation. This dispersion relation was first derived
Klozenberget al.11 Both waves satisfy the Helmholtz equ
tion,

¹2B1b j
2B50. ~11!

Let us assume the plane wave solution for theu andz direc-
tion, B}ei (mu1kz). In a finite system, the Helmholtz equatio
becomes an eigenvalue problem and the solution of Eq.~11!
for cylindrical geometry is

B5Bz0Jm~Tr !ei ~mu1kz!, ~12!

whereJm is the first kind ofmth order Bessel function. In
this relation, the transverse wave number,T, is given by

T5
amn

r
, ~13!

whereamn is thenth root ofmth order Bessel function andr
is the plasma radius. The transverse wave number is rel
to the total wave number,b, and the parallel wave number,k,
by

Tj
25b j

22kj
2. ~14!

If the wave number,k, satisfies the following condition:

2S v

vc
D S vp

c D,kj,F 1

~vc /v!21G1/2S vp

c D , ~15!

solutions of Eq.~10! will be purely real values which mean
that two waves can propagate. Combining Eq.~15! with the
pseudosurface wave solution of Eq.~10!, the dispersion re-
lation of the pseudosurface wave is

ks5TsF S vc

v D21G21/2

. ~16!

This relation can be directly drived from the dispersion re
tion that Trivelpiece and Gould had driven ifvP@v. Mak-
ing a similar manipulation, the dispersion relation of helic
waves is

kh
25Th

2SA~114kw
4 !/Th21

2
D , ~17!

where
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.

Assuming,Th
2@kh

2 or 4kw
4 /Th

4@1, Eq. ~17! becomes

kh;
v

Th

n0m0e

B0
. ~18!

This is the well-known helicon dispersion relation.Th is also
determined by Eq.~13!. Note that this dispersion relatio
shows a density dependence, while the pseudosurface w
dispersion relation, Eq.~16!, is independent of density i
vp@v. This point is a major difference between the tw
waves. Comparing the dispersion relations of the two wav
it is apparent that at high density the helicon waves beco
dominant~see Fig. 2!.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The first stage of plasma generation in this experim
can be characterized as anE mode with a low density, faint
glow discharge. Plasma sustains theE mode until theB field
reaches approximately 19 G as seen in Fig. 3. The refle
power in theE mode is about 7%–15% of the input pow
and the measured ion density is approximately;109 cm23.
With increasingB field, the plasma mode suddenly chang
to the high density mode~H mode! nearB0519 G, showing
almost 0% reflected power. The input power decrease
40% of the input power present before the mode change
appears the variation of reflection and input power com
from the variation of the matching condition by the changi
of the plasma density. The sudden mode change neaB0

519 G is consistent with an electron cyclotron resonance
the fourth harmonic. When theB field is greater than 26 G
plasma returns to a low density, faint glow discharge wh
resembles theE mode.

The plasma discharge mode returns to the high den
mode when theB field is decreased. As theB field decreases

FIG. 2. Wave numbers of helicon and pseudosurface waves af
513.56 MHz,vc /v;5 for various densities.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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further, the plasma does not return to the low density mo
Instead, it sustains the high density mode as seen in cur
in Fig. 3. When theB field is removed from the system, hig
density plasma is localized near the antenna and is cha
terized by the luminous discharge of theH mode. This kind
of irreversible process can qualitatively be explained
MacKinnon’s description3 on the mode transition in induc
tively coupled plasma sources. What differentiates
present work from the previous observation on the mo
transition is that theB field causes the transition instead
power or pressure. Once the plasma jumps to theH mode, it
will sustain high density and move along the curve B w
changingB field. The electromagnetic field induced by th
antenna deposits its energy within the skin depth and fo
localized plasma near the antenna atB050 G. With theB
field the plasma becomes an anisotropic medium in wh
electromagnetic waves can propagate. Although curve
shows plasma density decreasing with theB field, the plasma
column expands along theB field and becomes axially uni
form. When theB field is greater than 26 G, the plasm
returns to the low density mode. With increasingB field, the
plasma uniformity is enhanced and changes the matc
condition. When theB field is over 26 G in Fig. 3, the system
is no longer well matched and cannot sustain the high d
sity mode. If theB field is less than 26 G, the plasma reco
ers the high density mode as seen in curve B. Hence,
discontinuity of the plasma density on curves A and B
about B0526 G comes from the effect of theB field on
system impedence matching. It was hard to get good im
dence matching at low density (n<9.031010 cm23) if the B
field was greater than 26 G. But at high density (n<2.2
31011 cm23) impedence matching was easily achieved o
30 G.

An axially averaged density is used for the wave disp

FIG. 3. Plasma density variation withB field. The curve A forB0,20 G
corresponds to theE mode, curve B corresponds to theH mode. Once
plasma changes to theH mode nearB0519 G, it stays in theH mode.
Density decreases for curve B with increasingB field is a result of the
expansion of the plasma column axially. Its axially averaged densit
approximately constant withB field, while it becomes axially more uniform
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sion relation even though the axial variation is not unifor
For density measurements, the matching condition has b
changed, whenever theB field is changed, to keep the re
flected power under 8% of input power. The measu
plasma density and temperature with power andB field are
shown in Fig. 4. The axially averaged density is appro
mately constant with the changingB field. The presence o
the B field enhances the plasma uniformity as shown in F
4~a!. The temperature is almost independent of theB field
and produces an axially uniform distribution. Hence, t
density and the temperature are essentially independen
the variation ofB field. The density increases linearly wit

is

FIG. 4. Plasma density and temperature variations with power andB field.
~a! Plasma density and temperature in theH mode are almost independent o
the B field. Error bars represent the axial density variation.~b! Plasma den-
sity is linearly increasing with power while temperature is almost const
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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power while the temperature shows a61 eV variation as
seen in Fig. 4~b!.

After the mode transition, both electrostaticE fields (Es)
and inducedE fields (Em) are coupled into the plasma. Th
extra Es may produce higher harmonics by nonlinear p
cesses. The wave power spectrum is given in Fig. 5. O
harmonics which satisfy the requirementvc.v are investi-
gated. This includes frequencies up to the fifth harmon
The wave structure can be obtained from wave power spe
measured along the chamber. Generally, it is possible to
tain two types of wave patterns; one is a beat structure of
waves and the other is a standing wave pattern. In this
periment, both types of wave patterns were measured.
characteristics of beat wave structures in this experiment
that their minimum values in the interior of the chamber a
close to zero. After a careful analysis, the wave pattern
low power (n<9.031010 cm23) were identified as bea
structures. In the case of the standing wave patterns,
minimum values are far from zero in the interior of th
chamber. At high density and highB field, the wave patterns
can be treated as standing wave patterns. Because
power was measured, for both beat and standing wave
terns, the distance from a minimum to the next minimum,
maximum to the next maximum, corresponds to half of
wavelength.

Clear wave patterns are observable at the first harm
( f 513.56 MHz) and the second harmonic (f 527.12
MHz), but not at the other harmonics. TheB field associated
with waves without an externalB field is seen to be an eva
nescent wave. With an externalB field, the pattern starts to
show a beat wave when the externalB field is over 12 G. The
measured beat and standing wave patterns at the first
second harmonics are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectiv
As seen in Fig. 6~a!, the wave pattern at lowB field
(vc /v;3.3) is independent of the plasma density. At hi
density (n52.231011 cm23) and high B field (vc /v
;5.0), it becomes a short wavelength mode with a stand
wave pattern as shown in Fig. 6~b!. The wavelength at the

FIG. 5. Wave power spectrum. Experimental conditions areB0516 G, 100
W input power, and 2 mTorr Ar plasma.B-dot probe measurements wer
performed 7 cm from the antenna.
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second harmonic shows a density dependence atvc /v
;1.65 and a density independence atvc /v;2.5 as shown
in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!. This density dependence of wave
length is one major difference between pseudosurface wa
and helicon waves as given in Eqs.~16! and~18!. From these
results the existence of two waves can be qualitatively
plained.

Usually, in helicon wave experiments with a Nago
type III or Boswell type antennas,14 k andT are determined
by the antenna dimensions and are assumed constant. O
other hand them50 type antenna in this experiment do

FIG. 6. ~a! Beat wave patterns of the first harmonic atvc /v;3.3. The
wavelengths are not changed with the input power proportional to
plasma density.~b! Beat and standing wave patterns atvc /v;5; the long
wavelength beat pattern at low power is changed to a short wavele
standing wave pattern at an input power of 150 W, which corresponds to
average density,n;2.231011 cm23.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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not specifyk and T as constants, but theB field and the
density does. The transverse wave number,T, can be deter-
mined by the wave field structure as given in Eqs.~13! and
~14!. As seen in Fig. 8, the wave amplitudes are maximum
the center regardless of wave frequency and are describe
Bessel functions of the first kind of order zero. Hence
wave mode number,m, is equal to zero. To determineT by
Eq. ~13! the plasma radius has to be obtained from exp
mental data. The plasma radius is defined by the radial p
tion at which the waveB field is zero. In this experiment th
minimum value point of the waveB field is regarded as the
plasma radius. In the case of the second harmonic, there

FIG. 7. ~a! Beat wave patterns of the second harmonic atvc /v;1.65. The
wavelengths change with the input power proportional to the plasma
sity. ~b! Standing wave patterns atvc /v;2.5 are not changed with the
input power proportional to the plasma density~50 W: n;9.0
31010 cm23, 100 W:n;1.831011 cm23, 150 W:n;2.231011 cm23).
Downloaded 18 Dec 2006 to 128.104.198.71. Redistribution subject to AIP
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minimum value point in the plasma and so the chamber s
is considered the same as the plasma radius. The minim
value points of the waveB field, in the case of the firs
harmonic, are a function of theB field and the density. The
transverse wave number atf 513.56 MHz is given in Fig. 9
as a function of theB field and the density. Atf 527.12
MHz, T is taken to be constantT52.405/R, whereR denotes
the chamber radius.

The axially averaged density and fitted transverse w
number is used for the calculation of the dispersion relati
Waves with the first harmonic are identified as pseudosurf
waves at low density (n;9.031010 cm23) and highB field

n-
FIG. 8. Radial variations of waveB field correspond to them50 mode
regardless of density,B field, and wave frequency.~a! Radial variations of
waveB field at the first harmonic. The radial position of the minimum po
is taken to be the plasma radius.~b! Radial variation of waveB field at the
second harmonic. The chamber radius is taken to be the plasma radiu
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(vc /v.2.5), while waves at the second harmonic behave
helicon waves at lowB field (vc /v,2.5) as shown in Fig.
10~a!. The measured helicon wave dispersion relation de
ated somewhat from the experimental data, but this may
the result of the uncertainty in the density data and the u
form plasma assumption. Waves with the first harmo
propagate as helicon waves at high density (n.2.0
31011 cm23) and highB field (vc /v.3.0) as seen in Fig
10~b!, otherwise, waves at the second harmonic propagat
pseudosurface waves at lowB field (vc /v,3.0). As theo-
retically expected, the pseudosurface wave at the first
monic becomes a helicon wave at high density and higB
field. On the other hand, the wave at the second harm
shows interesting behavior. The helicon waves become p
dosurface waves at high density and highB field.

V. CONCLUSION

A plasma mode transition fromE discharge toH dis-
charge is observed by applying an externalB field unlike
earlier experiments which employed increasing input pow
or pressure. When applying an external lowB field, it was
found that both pseudosurface and helicon wave propaga
can sustain the high density plasma. Once the plasma rea
the high density mode, inductive coupling becomes
dominant plasma heating mechanism. Even though the e
nal B field is removed from the system, plasma can be s
tained by the inductively coupled discharge mode~H mode!.
This H mode is characterized by a localized high density a
luminous discharge. A wave propagation mode change b
external lowB field and plasma density change is observ
The azimuthally symmetric (m50 mode! pseudosurface
wave at the first harmonic at low density (n;9.0
31010 cm23) becomes a helicon wave at high densityn
;2.231011 cm23) and highB field (vc /v.3.0), while the

FIG. 9. The transverse wave number of the first harmonic with density
B field. A least-squares fitted curve is used for calculation of the disper
relation. In the case of the second harmonic, the transverse wave num
treated as a constant,T52.405/R, whereR is the chamber radius.
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wave at the second harmonic at low density (n;9.0
31010 cm23) is identified as a helicon wave and changes
a pseudosurface wave at high density (n;2.231011 cm23)
and highB field (vc /v.3.0).
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